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1. INTRODUCTION

The attacks on New York’s World Trade Center (WTC) and the Pentagon on September 11,
2001 have encouraged the structural engineers to look into ways for improving the performance
of buildings that might be the target of future attacks. Since the attack took place, many
professional organizations in the United States and in some other parts of the world had begun
investigating the structural performance of the WTC and the Pentagon by collecting and
analysing data. If warrented by the results of the investigation, recommendation will be made for
structural modifications that might increase the available evacuation time or reduce the
likelihood of collapse in the event of similar attacks in the future. With the recent increase in
blast events in and around buildings, the question of how to design blast-resistant structures has
resurfaced. In other words, an increasing number of structures have to be designed not only to
resist dynamic forces emanating from natural sources such as wind and earthquake but also from
accidental and human destructive actions such as blast loadings. The most important feature of
blast-resistant structures is the ability to absorb impact and blast energy without causing
catastrophic failure in the structures as a whole. While a number of related publications exist, no
widely available documents in North America provide interested engineers the information
required to design civil structures for enhanced physical security in response to potential impact
and blast loading. Therefore, structural designers and architects will need  guidance on how to
design tall buildings to withstand various hostile acts and to reduce potential injury to occupants
of these buildings.
This paper will provide brief literature review pertinent to the blast effects on building structures.
The failure of the WTC towers will be addressed. Two perspectives, one from archtectural
standpoint and one from structural engineering standpoint, for tall buildings that may enhance
human safety will be presented. The architectural perspective will involve planning, layout and
operation of the building while the structural perspective will look at computational analysis and
design of structural members to satisfy limiting conditions. Structural evaluation strategies and
upgrade options for existing tall buildings that may not be adequate for blast hazards will be
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addressed. The paper will conclud with some important recommendations for the efficient design
of structural retrofit systems to enhance human safety.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

While a number of related publications exist, no widely available documents in Canada provide
interested engineers the information required to design civil structures for enhanced physical
security in response to potential impact and blast loading. The major standards developed were
those established by the U.S. Department of State for particular needs of foreign embassy facilities
and U.S. military structures (Tri-Service Technical Manual, 5-1300, 1990; Army Technical Manual
5-855-1, 1986). Other manuals available in the United States are related to the design of facilities to
resist nuclear weapon attack (ASCE Manual 42, 1985) and to the design blast–resistant
petrochemical facilities (ASCE Guidelines for Blast-Resistant Buildings in Petrochemical Facilities,
1997). Lessons learned from recent bombing accidents (Conrath et al. 1999; Goering 1997; Hinman
and Hammond 1997; FEMA 1996; Mays and Smith 1995) are very valuable for illustrating the
behavior of the attacked facilities, the post-attack conditions and the forensic approaches used to
study these incidents. Several authors have dealt with the analysis and retrofit of reinforced concrete
building structures under blast loading (Morrill et al., 2000; Woodson and Baylot, 2000; Lok and
Xiao, 1999; Zerht et al. 1998; Crawford et al., 1997; Kraus et al., 1994; Sucuoglu et al., 1994).
However, very few authors have addressed steel structures (Bogosian et al., 1999; Adeli and Saleh,
1998). The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory in California began efforts in 1987 to develop a
“Blast Damage Assessment Model” (Oswald and Whitney 1988; Oswald et al. 1987; Whitney,
1987). The U.S. Army Engineer District and its Center for Expertise in Physical Security has
continued that work with the development of the “Blast Analysis Manual” (Marchand et al. 1991)
and the documentation of those efforts in the “Facility Damage Assessment Procedure” code
(Oswald 1993). Morris et al. (1991) conducted retrofit analysis and cost estimation for some U.S.
Army building facilities to protect against external explosions. While the post mortem triggered by
the attack on the WTC continues, the debate heats up over how much more security, if any, is
needed to enhance high-rise survivability. The destruction of the WTC is unlikely to mark the end
of tall buildings. It has now become more important than ever to question how such buildings
should be built. Symbolic structures both tall and short may require new systems to protect them
against hostile attacks.

3. COLLAPSE OF THE WORLD TRADE CENTER TOWERS

Prior to September 11, most of the structural engineering professions involved in the design,
construction and management of tall buildings would not have imagined that two of the tallest
buildings in the world could be brought down by acts of attack. In the search to understand the
mechanism of collapse, the media reported comments by structural engineers and architects on
the performance of the WTC towers.  In this section the collapse of the WTC towers is
investigated and discussed from structural Engineering perspective.
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3.1 Structure of the Towers

As with all large buildings, main structural engineering design criteria for the facility's 415-
meter-tall south tower and 417-meter-tall north tower centered on two items, ensuring resistance
to (1) the gravity loads of the buildings themselves and to (2) lateral forces caused by high winds
and earthquakes, which can generate huge overturning forces at the bases. The former item
depends on specifying strong vertical columns that can efficiently transmit the mass of the
building to the ground. The latter item concerns not only structural integrity but also requires
developing an acceptable comfort level for the occupants by limiting sway. Resistance to lateral
motion is controlled by the design's structural mass, the stiffness of its lateral members and the
degree of structural damping employed. Each of the towers was 62 meters wall, which provided
large surface areas facing the wind. The approximate maximum wind shear force that a single
face needed to withstand was approximately 49,000 kN. To handle these immense forces, the
twin towers were each framed using structural steel and had exterior vierendeel frames with 356
mm steel box columns spaced at 990 mm on center. The configuration created a complete tube
around the building with a central core. The central steel core carried gravity loads only, and the
exterior tube provided the lateral resistance. Lightweight horizontal steel trusses supported the
floors and connected the perimeter columns to steel columns within each building's core. The
trusses spanned 18.3 m from the exterior wall to the core. A pair of bolts (instead of multiple
bolts) connected each truss unit to a perimeter column and a core column. A concrete slab on
metal decking completed the floor diaphragm. Each tower contained approximately 90,720 tons
of steel and 100 mm of concrete topping on the 3,716 m2 floors.

3.2 Collapse of the Towers

The first plane crashed into the north tower's north face between the 93rd through 98th floors
(Figure 1). The impact ignited more than 272,520 m3 of jet fuel and removed fireproofing
insulation from the columns and floor trusses, exposing the steel to temperatures as high as 1,000
degrees Celsius from the burning fuel. The structural steel above and around the fire began to
expand and soften like heated plastic in the intense heat. The exterior walls buckled. Driven by
about 41,000 tons above, the floors pancaked, progressively collapsing the tower from within
(Figure 1). The north tower stood for 102 minutes after the attack and fell to the ground in eight
seconds. The second plane slammed into the south tower at an angle near the southeast corner of
the 78th through 84th floors and blasted a hole through the adjacent side, wiping out many of the
supporting columns and leaving the building aflame (Figure 2). Weakened by the nearly 1,000-
degree heat, the remaining columns buckled. The top portion slumped toward the damaged
corner and rotated slightly. Unable to hold the top portion's 100,000-ton weight, the tower
crumpled floor by floor. After the attack structurally crippled to a greater degree than its twin,
the south tower remained erect for 56 minutes before collapsing in 10 seconds. In both cases, the
time between the attacks and the collapses saved thousands of lives.

3.2.1 Theories of collapse

The long interval between the attacks and the collapse of the WTC towers produced hours of
video and a myriad photographs that are crucial pieces of evidence for determining how these
structures collapsed. There are several spots where the collapse might have initiated: exterior
columns, interior columns, or the lightweight steel trusses that supported the building's floors.
We may seek to determine which structural elements of the twin towers gave way first and
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whether the skyscrapers' unique structural system played any role in the collapse. It is also
necessary to focus on what happened to the floors where the planes hit and above. Did the jets
smash through the stairwells, blocking access to escape routes on these floors? Did the stairwells
remain intact and fire prevented people from reaching them? Why did the WTC towers collapse
as they did? And why did they stand for as long as they did after impact, even though the lateral
force exerted from each crash was about 111,000 kN and the planes took out approximately 35
of the 59 exterior columns on each side of the buildings?

The big question is whether the structural system of the WTC towers was more prone to collapse
than a conventional structural network after the planes hit and the fires began. The impact of
each plane compromised the structural integrity of each tower, knocking out perimeter columns
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Figure 1. Schematic failure mode of the north tower.
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Figure 2. Schematic failure mode of the south tower.
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and the interior core. The explosions then caused further damage, sweeping through several
floors. As the fires burned, the structural steel on the breached floors and above would have
softened and buckled because of the intense heat. Fireproofed steel is only rated to resist 816 to
871 degrees Celsius. As the structure weakened at the top of each tower, the frame, along with
concrete slabs, furniture, file cabinets, and other materials, became an enormous, consolidated
load that eventually crushed the lower portions of the building.

The exact cause of WTC tower collapses is not clear yet, but possible explanations why the
collapses may have occurred are listed below:

1. The columns on the perimeter of the building collapsed first:  After impact, the
weight of the floors above would have been transferred to surviving columns on the
perimeter of the building adjacent to the hole on the damaged facade, with the surviving
columns temporarily forming a vierendeel frame over the hole made by the plane. These
remaining columns would have been supporting more weight than usual and they did not
require excessive heating prior to their collapse.

2. The core columns collapsed first: A variation on this theme is that the core columns
collapsed first and they then brought down the floor trusses and the exterior columns with
them. The 47 steel interior columns may have buckled first because the fire heat could
have been most intense in the center. Steel loses its strength at about 600 degrees Celsius,
but some interior sections may have reached over 1,000 degrees Celsius in seconds
because jet fuel burns at such a high temperature. The core columns carried about 60
percent of a tower’s weight of 250,400 tons above the plaza level. The exterior columns,
however, kept the towers from collapsing immediately.

3. The floor trusses would have sagged first: The steel trusses under floors immediately
adjacent to the impact may have been the first to succumb to the fire. They would have
buckled and sagged because of the heat of the fire and may might have broken free
because of the relatively weak connections between them and the interior and exterior
columns. The floor diaphragm, necessary for bracing the exterior columns would have
lost their connection to the exterior wall. When the stability was lost, the perimeter
columns would have buckled outward, allowing the floors above to collapse onto the
floors below, overloading and failing each one as it went down. At the same time, the
columns would have had no lateral support, causing them to buckle outward.

In each case, one floor would have pancaked on top of another, with the weight from above
bringing the entire building down. The only difference would be which element failed first: the
floors, the interior columns, the exterior columns, or a simultaneous combination of these.

The first explanation supports the idea that the impact of the two hijacked planes was so great
that the buildings could have collapsed even without the ensuing fire. The major deficiency was
from the planes knocking out the columns and destroying the connections to the floors. Jet fuel
burned off within a few minutes and most of the fuel was blown outside the buildings. Then,
temperature would have quickly dropped from 1000 degrees Celsius to the level of a normal
office fire (704 to 816 degrees Celsius). The second and the third explanations for the collapses
support the idea that they were almost certainly caused more by heat generated from thousands
of gallons of burning fuel than by the impact of the jetliners.
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3.2.2 Failure modes

The twin towers appeared to have collapsed in different fashions. Observing videos of the
collapses indicates that the south tower, which was hit between the 78th through 84th floors
toppled as expected (Figure 2). But the north tower, hit between the 93rd through 98th floors,
failed vertically rather than toppling (Figure 1). The north tower stood longer than its counterpart
because it was struck at a higher point. Therefore, the columns beneath the impact location had
less weight to support. Another reason was the fact that the lower columns in the WTC towers
were stockier than the higher columns, meaning that they may have been able to handle the
additional stresses acted on them. In any case, the structural system and redundancy inherent in
the design of the exterior structural tube helped the towers remain standing for some time after
the impacts.

3.2.3 Fireproofing

It must be determined whether the impact of the planes dislodged fireproofing that was sprayed
onto the structural steel of the twin towers; an outcome that would have made the steel far more
vulnerable to fire. To determine what happened, it is necessary to work backward by estimating
the temperature of the fire just before the collapses occurred from samples of the salvaged steel.
Computer modeling can then be used to ascertain how long the buildings would remain standing,
both with fireproofing intact and with it damaged and removed.

3.3 Evacuations

The first plane impacted into the 93rd through 98th floors of the north tower. Nobody survived on
the floors above 91st floor. But on 91st floor and below nearly everyone lived. When a second jet
hit the 78th through 84th floors of the south tower 16.5 minutes later, the pattern was virtually the
same. The bottom wing of the plane ripped through the south tower's 78th floor elevator lobby.
The floor exploded in flames and walls crumbled. At the impact area and above, survival was
limited to just a handful of people in the south tower who made an amazing escape. More than
100 people lay dead or wounded from the initial impact. From these survival accounts, it appears
that the stairwells in the WTC towers were wide enough to permit the escape of the occupants of
the building. In addition, elevators apparently operated right up to the time of collapse, though
only on the floors below where the jets struck. Most importantly, building management took
evacuation planning seriously. Evacuation drills were held every six months, sometimes to the
irritation or amusement of the occupants. Each floor had fire wardens, sometimes high-ranking
executives of a tenant, and they were responsible for organizing an evacuation on their floors.

3.3.1 Stairwells

The buildings, sturdily constructed, exquisitely engineered and equipped with stairwells bigger
than building codes require, stood just long enough to provide survivors with an escape route.
The WTC towers had excellent stairway systems, much better than required by current building
codes. Each tower had three stairwells. Stairways A and C, on opposite sides of the building's
core, that were 1118-mm wide. Stairway B was located in the center and it was 1422-mm wide.
The bigger the stairway, the faster an evacuation can proceed. In 1118-mm stairways, a person
must turn sideways to let another pass — for example, a rescuer heading up. In a 1422-mm
stairway, two people can pass comfortably.
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Since the 1993 attack on the WTC towers, when the main power source was disabled along with
its backup and the fire-control command post, a second source of power was added for safety
equipment, such as fire alarms, emergency lighting and intercoms. Two duplicate fire command
posts were built, one in each tower. Batteries were also installed in the stairwell lights so a power
failure wouldn't blacken the escape route and sprinklers were added to help suppress fires.
Reflective paint was put on the stairs, railings and stairwell doors and bright arrows were added
to guide people along corridors to stairway connections. Loudspeakers were installed so building
managers could talk to people in their offices as well as in hallways. The design and retrofitting
of the WTC towers stairwells allowed thousands of occupants to escape despite the panic and
smoke.

 3.3.2 Elevators: The quickest way out

Each tower had 99 elevators. The WTC towers' elevator system, modernized in the 1990s, was
one of the biggest and fastest in the world. The 99 passenger elevators in the south tower moved
several thousand people out of harm's way before the second crash. The elevators on the highest
floors took people down to the 78th floor. In the 78th floor elevator lobby, people transferred to
giant express elevators that sped to the ground in 45 seconds. Each of these room-sized express
elevators held up to 55 people.

Sixteen minutes and 28 seconds was the length of time between the first and second crashes. The
fate of more than 2,000 people on the WTC south tower's upper floors was determined by what
they did during that time. Most made the right decision and left soon after the first jet hit the
north tower. There the elevator system was the quickest way out for the occupants.

4. STRUCTURAL EVALUATION STRATEGIES AND UPGARDE OPTIONS

An exterior attack on a building may involve an aircraft crash, vehicles filled with explosions, or
bombs. The fundamental question that should be considered before any advice is given or any
action is taken to account for these effects during design is whether aircraft or vehicle crash
loadings should be a design criterion for buildings, bridges or other structures. If the answer is
no, then the existing design criteria need not change. If buildings cannot be designed or retrofited
to absorb an impact from an aircraft crash, then the question remains on methods for keeping
airplanes away from the buildings.  However, the need and requirement for designing blast
resistant buildings has evolved with the recent increase in purposefull and accidental blasts on
these structures. So, it appears that an increasing number of building structures must be designed
or retrofited to resist dynamic forces emanating from accidental and human destructive actions.

For existing buildings, structural evaluation strategies and upgrade options that are available
involve the following items:

a. investigating the location and size of potential external hazards and establishing blast
loading regimes for buildings;

b. inspecting the building and evaluating existing structural components for blast resistance;
c. determining if structural deficiencies exist based on the structural evaluation and blast

required level of resistance;
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d. establishing appropriate levels of blast protection based on the building category, risk
level and blast loads; and

e. identifying different upgrade options and defining selection criteria based on their
technical feasibility and cost effectiveness.

The objective of blast resistant design and upgrade options is to reduce the probability that the
building itself becomes a hazard in an explosion along with preventing or minimizing financial
losses.

5. GUIDELINES FOR STRUCTURAL RETROFIT

Those buildings that can be identified as being likely targets of human destructive actions require
recommendations that will allow designers to proceed in a fashion that will enhance the safety of
the people in the building. The WTC event suggests that structural engineers and architects will
need guidance on how to design and retrofit tall buildings to withstand various hostile acts. This
guidance should address the following basic processes and considerations in the evaluation and
design of building against blast loadings:

a. defining the function of the building;

b. identifying blast scenarios to be used to quantify design blast forces for the entire
structure;

c. determining how the building should perform during the blast scenario;

d. determining how blast loadings would be distributed to various components of the
building;

e. selecting structural materials and systems for the building that are consistent with its
performance requirements;

f. performing structural analysis and component designs appropriate for the particular
situation; and

g. enhancing evacuation criteria to permit safe exit of building occupants while concurrently
allowing firefighters to  enter the building.

It is also acceptable to consider whether fire codes should be changed to improve the emergency
performance of buildings. Some building types, such as hospitals and other critical facilities,
might benefit from lessons learned from the WTC towers. The attack on the WTC towers
compromised at least six different building systems that would have functioned had there been a
normal fire. These are: fireproofing; fire sprinklers; stairwell integrity; stairwell pressurization
and emergency lighting; fire zone compartmentations and even the structure itself. Even if only a
few of the systems had survived the event, many more people may have been able to escape. As
discussed in the previous sections, the WTC towers demonstrated that using elevators in addition
to stairwells for emergency egress can speed the evacuation process considerably. Other
measures to be considered when designing tall buildings to resist balst loadings are:  sky-bridges
to adjacent buildings, hardened safety areas on each floor near the core; rooftop helipads;
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additional stairwells; detailed emergency evacuation methods; and properly protected elevators
to assist rapid evacuation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper deals with the guidelines for efficient design and retrofit of steel structures under
impact and blast loads. The collapse of the World Trade Center towers is discussed from a
defensive design perspective pertinent to impact and blast effects on building structures. Failure
theories for the WTC towers are presented and they suggest that the collapses occurred as a
result of a combination of extraordinary events, including the initial aircraft impacts and
explosions, which destroyed part of the structure, and the subsequent extreme fire, which
progressively weakened the remaining components. The ensuing collapses occurred when the
weight of the buildings above the points of impact exceeded the reduced load carrying capacity
of the remaining structure. Some important structural and architectural perspectives for tall
buildings that may enhance human safety are also presented. The architectural perspectives
involve planning, layout and operation of the building while the structural perspective look at
computational analysis and design of structural members to satisfy limiting conditions. Structural
evaluation strategies and upgrade options for existing tall buildings that may not be adequate for
blast hazards are summarized. The paper concludes with some guidelines for the efficient design
of structural retrofit systems for tall buildings. It  emphasizes that measures to protect tall
buildings from blast loads could include examining the impact resistance of structural fire
protection materials. Additional protection to the escape routes could also be considered.
Hardening escape routes to provide impact resistance and protection against extreme fire events
is possible, as is the detailed analysis of the risk of severe damage to structural elements in the
event of fire. Increasing the number or size of stairwells, upgrading elevators with emergency
power, and employing or training fire evacuation marshals could also be considered.
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